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August 20 to 26 inclusive

Sept 30, Oct 1 & 2 and the 
evening of Oct 5

with Mutsuko Johnson  
October 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 15

October 21, 21, 23

Welcome to the summer edition of the Concord newsletter.

This is my third newsletter and when I was invited to put this edi-
tion together I had absolutely no idea how that was going hap-
pen! What I’ve found really lovely is how open and forthcoming 
the community were to contribute something.

This edition includes reviews of two recent programmes, Heart-
Space and On Leadership, reflections on the Japan earthquake by 
Tania Coke who currently resides there, a piece about the new
i Evolve enrolment team, summer recipes from Jean Torné and a 
very enjoyable and surprising interview with Concord Trustee Tim 
Crowther, who also does the layout of all the newsletters. There 
is also our usual high standard of amazing artwork, photography, 
poetry and music contributed by Concord graduates.

Enjoy!

Sarah Williams
Editor

If you are interested in becoming involved with the next newslet-
ter, whether it be on an editorial level or to contribute articles, 
artwork, poems, photos, projects, film/book reviews, music or 
video, please contact us at: evolve@concordinstitute.com

Forthcoming Concord Programmes

To visit the related website page please click on the programme 
title or phone 020 7607 1140 if you would like more information.

JumpStart is a seven-day residential programme that seeks to 
assist people in breaking free of unrewarding and unhealthy pat-
terns in the areas of nutrition, bodywork, communication and 
self-expression. At present we offer one course a year in late 
summer, held at Oxonhoath in Kent. In JumpStart we come to 
discover that health, in all its manifestations, is a function of es-
tablishing and maintaining a dynamic balance with the manifold 
forces of life. This occurs when we are able to achieve a working 
partnership with life and the natural order of the universe. 

The evolutionary process, as we see it, occurs not in any smooth 
progression but in a non-linear movement or leap that propels 
us from one worldspace or dimensionality to another. It is our 
premise that human being has arrived at such an evolutionary 
threshold. i Evolve is designed to facilitate this next step. It is 
what the late Indian philosopher, Jiddu Krishnamurti, once
referred to as “freedom from the known”.

We invite you to join Mutsuko Johnson in the upcoming Autumn 
Seasonal Kitchen programme. Mutsuko will support people to 
create a powerful, peaceful relationship with cooking. Cooking is 
not work or a job, yet sometimes we experience it as this. Here 
is an opportunity to develop a relationship with cooking as a 
foundation in your life, creating inner peace, harmony and bal-
ance. A simple set of meals over the week will be prepared using 
traditional but accessible Japanese foods and local, seasonal in-
gredients, which combine to create harmony and balance in our 
bodies, in ourselves, and in our connection with nature and the 
seasons.

Through Being in Business, Concord Institute intends to bring our 
work to the workplace. ‘What do you go to when you go to work? 
Who are you when you’re there? What’s the future that’s looking 
for you?’

Using interactive dialogue and Social Dreaming, the weekend will 
explore the difference between DOING business and BEING in 
business.

Editor’s note

Editorial & Forthcoming Concord Programmes

JumpStart

i Evolve

Living Kitchen
The Joy of Home Cooking

I hope you will enjoy this 
animation of a short talk by 
Alan Watts - just click on 
the adjacent image to see 
it.

Sarah Williams

Click on the adjacent
image to listen to
’Time and Distance’
by Shadow Orchestra
produced by Chris Bangs.
www.shadoworchestra.com
www.myspace.com/theshadoworchestra

Being in Business

http://www.concordinstitute.com/jumpstart.html
http://www.concordinstitute.com/iEvolve.html
http://www.concordinstitute.com/iEvolve.html
http://www.concordinstitute.com/CookingseasonintensiveCourse.html
http://www.concordinstitute.com/CookingseasonintensiveCourse.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeRZKC27RtU
http://www.shadoworchestra.com
http://www.myspace.com/theshadoworchestra
http://www.concordinstitute.com/Newsletters/time-and-distance.mp3
http://www.concordinstitute.com/beinginbusiness.html
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Leafy greens

No need to look and look around to find the luxury leafy 
greens and to be condemned to pointed cabbage. Just buy 
3 to 4 bunches organic radishes with their fat leaves and do 
not wait for eating them.

What do you need?
Radish leaves, fresh rose garlic, olive oil, salt, and 5 min-
utes.

Separate the leaves from the radish bulb wash and spin off 
the excess water.
Cut plenty of fresh garlic in very fine slices 
Heat up (using a slow flame) some good olive oil into a sau-
tée pan and add the garlic slices - since you are working 
over a very slow flame, the garlic will simply soften - add 
salt, of course - add the radish leaves bit by bit at intervals 
of 3 to 4 seconds, just to give time for the leaves to wilt.
Just wilt the whole lot. Adjust with flake salt.

This is bitter and sweet and good.

Tomatoes not looking like Spanish
tomatoes

Go to your local farmers’ market or a good shop and buy a 
few summer tomatoes.
They would have been grown locally or in France, these 
would be emerald, black, yellow, green and black, golden 
and shaped in all manners: long, oblong, perfectly round or 
no shape at all (and eventually expensive).

What do you do with those?
If necessary you first wait they are ripe.
You cut them with a very sharp knife in wedges or slices and 
stop an instant, taken by the beauty of what you see.
You arrange a few slices of each on individual plates, you 
gently drop on it a few fresh leaves of the fresh thyme you 
just grown on your balcony or bought along with the toma-
toes, you drizzle the best olive oil (I recommend an Italian 
or French olive oil in this case) on those jewels and sprinkle 
smoked salt.
That is all.

In August, beginning of September, we have a short but 
abundant availability of natural, outdoors, soil-grown toma-
toes, berries and greens arriving at the farmers’ markets. 
Black tomatoes, super-sweet green tomatoes, yellow toma-
toes, raspberries, gooseberries, red currants, young kale, 
mustard greens and many others.

This lasts no more than 3 to 4 weeks and these foods are a 
dream to prepare and eat. This is also the time to use with 
these foods a very high quality olive oil, some fancy salts, 
and cut down the cooking time to enjoy the sun in between 
the rain showers...

Grilled fish and berries

Puréed sweet vegetable soups are very relaxing and emo-
tionally calming. They help to make you feel more satisfied 
and crave fewer sweets.

Ingredients:
- 1 small hot chill pepper, stemmed, seeded and finely 
chopped
- 200gr. raspberries, hulled and finely chopped
- 1 medium finely chopped red onion, sprinkled with salt
- 2 tablespoons finely chopped coriander 
- 1 teaspoon lemon juice and its zest – use organic lemon
- 1 ripe avocado, peeled, diced
- Salt 
- 1 tablespoon best quality olive oil (and some ordinary olive 
oil)
- A good fish, in season, with skin-on, in filets. (For this reci-
pe some kind of snapper, mullet)

Preparation:
Fold delicately together chilli, berries, onions coriander, lem-
on juice, avocado and salt to make a topping. Set aside. 

Preheat grill to medium heat. Or use a pan if not grilling. 
Meanwhile, brush lightly the fish with olive oil over the fil-
lets; season with salt. Grill fillets, skin side down and without 
flipping, until just cooked through and crisp around the edg-
es, 8 to 10 minutes. Same if using a pan. Cook over a gentle 
flame.

Transfer to plates. If you want to, remove and discard skin. 
Top with sauce and drizzle with good olive oil and serve.

Late Summer Recipes
by Jean Torné

Since 1997 Jean Torné has served as Principal cooking 
teacher at Concord Institute for Integral Studies and director 
of catering for all Concord’s major events. Prior to this, Jean 
was Head Chef at Kientalerhoff (the international holistic 
health teaching centre in Switzerland) for ten years, during 
which time he co-founded and ran the Kientalerhoff Cater-
ing Training School, training students from all over Europe. 
Former students of Jean’s can be found working full time in 
the catering industry internationally.
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More with squash and young kale

Ingredients: 
- 2 bunches of kale tough stems stripped out, leaves roughly 
slice
- vegetable stock
- 1 butternut squash peeled, seeded and cut into cubes or a 
yellow squash or any other good firm summer squash
- 1 red onion, sliced very finely and sprinkled with salt
- 4 pitted dates, very finely chopped or figs
- 2 tablespoons sherry vinegar or some very good vinegar
- salt

Preparation:
Put kale and vegetable stock and a good pinch of salt in a 
large pot and place over medium heat. Cook, covered, stir-
ring frequently, until kale is wilted, about 3 minutes. Or 
press the kale gently to maintain it into the hot liquid.
Remove and drain well.

Add squash and continue cooking, stirring occasionally, until 
vegetables are tender but not mushy, 10 to 12 minutes, de-
pending on type of squash. Drain and spread on a plate or 
flat tray to allow cooling. Cool to room temperature.
Meanwhile, combine more vegetable stock, onion, dates or 
figs and vinegar in a small saucepan. Bring to a boil, lower 
heat, and simmer, uncovered, until onion is very tender and 
liquid is reduced by half, about 6 minutes. Cool, toss with 
kale and butternut and add some olive oil. Serve lukewarm.

Kale Salad

Ingredients:
- 2 shallots, thinly sliced (or red onions)
- some apple juice
- 500 gr. cherries, pitted and halved
- 1 kg kale stems ribs removed, leaves roughly sliced
- 150 gr. toasted chopped walnuts

Preparation:

Method 1
Sautée the shallots and cook 3 minutes, stirring frequently. 
Add a drizzle of apple juice and cook 2 minutes longer. Stir in 
cherries, remaining apple juice and kale. Cover and reduce 
heat to medium. Cook 3 to 4 minutes or just until kale is 
wilted. Remove from heat and stir in walnuts.

Method 2
Blanch kale, set aside.
Cut onions and pour boiling salty water on it, drain immedi-
ately, drizzle with apple juice and apple cider vinegar and set 
aside.
Mix in kale, cherries, onions, walnuts, toss in pure olive, 
sprinkle with flaked sea salt, serve.

Slowly cooked summer vegetables

The vegetables available now are soft, simple to cook and do 
not require complex cooking methods.

Which vegetables?
Squash (Rondini, yellow zucchini, Patisson).
Also young carrots, yellow carrots, white carrots.

To cook those you need:
A grill, salt, olive oil........
Cut these vegetables in slices, following the wedge they 
show or in round slices, about 6 to 8 mm thick.
Place them on the hot grill as they are. Just dry...Cook for 
about 3 minutes on each side.
Remove from the grill and brush them with olive oil and salt.
When all the slices are done and seasoned replace them on 
the hot grill for 30 seconds on each side.
That’s it.

Or you need:
A heavy bottomed pot with a lid, plenty of onions, salt, and 
some carrots.
Cover the bottom of the skillet with olive oil and oil the inte-
rior side of the pot with oil.
Now, place a generous layer of finely sliced onions in the 
pot, covering all the surface of the pot. Sprinkle with salt. 
Add a thin layer of finely sliced carrots on top of the onions 
and add salt.
Cut the squashes in relatively large chunks or slices and ar-
range them neatly and tightly on top of the other vegetables 
(this is important).
Add some fresh oregano or marjoram leaves. And a piece of 
Kombu seaweed.
Close the pot very tightly and place on a very slow flame.
Cook for at least 30 to 50 minutes as slowly as possible. 
Place a flame diffuser under the pot if using gas flame.
Open the pot and the vegetables should be cooked without 
being overcooked.
Turn the flame higher and cook a few minutes without a lid, 
to reduce the juices.
If necessary remove the squashes pieces before hand to 
avoid overcooking them.
Serve the squashes topped up with the melted onions and 
add pepper (or Sichuan pepper).
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Tim Crowther
interviewed by Sarah Williams

Tim Crowther first came into contact with the Community 
Health Foundation in the mid-eighties and is one of the longest 
participating members of the Concord community, his current 
role now being a Trustee. Here he tells us about how he was 

drawn to the Being-in-Action programme (now called i Evolve) 
and how his participation with Concord Institute over the years 

has been a truly exhilarating ride.

Interview

(continued overleaf)

Can you tell me a bit about 
yourself and your life story?

I’m an architect specializing in 
housing and a jazz musician, 
living and working in London 
since 1980. I was brought up, 
the eldest of three children, in a 
strict but loving Roman Catho-
lic family and in schools run 
by nuns and priests in Hartle-
pool, a small town on the north 
east coast of England. I was 
academically bright but loathed 
all sport, so from the start I 
led a very “in my head” exist-
ence. I left the church at the 
age of 18, very arrogantly and 
argumentatively, causing a lot 
of distress to my parents and 
moved to Newcastle Univer-
sity to study architecture. My 
passion, however, was and is 
music. I had suddenly decided 
quite out of the blue at the age 
of 10, having no heroes to in-
spire me, that I wanted a guitar 
and pestered my parents to buy 
me one. I would look at timber 
doors and think “there is a gui-
tar in there, if only I could get 
it out”. Eventually they got an 
acoustic for me and later, af-
ter much begging, an electric. 
I now had a purpose and as I 
started to explore music it gave 
me my inner connection to life 
and the beyond.

At the age of 16 I heard The 
Mahavishnu Orchestra being 
played on John Peel’s late night 
radio programme when I was 
falling asleep and it made me 
sit bolt upright in bed, unable 
to understand what I was hear-
ing or where it had come from. 
There was a real fire, intensity 
and unbelievable speed and 
excitement in the music, unlike 
anything I had heard before, 
mixing the extreme loudness of 
early 70s rock music with the 
virtuosity and modal harmony of 
jazz. The album he was playing 

was called “The Inner Mount-
ing Flame” and the name of the 
track was “Awakening”. I bought 
the album and discovered the 
band’s guitarist and leader, 
John McLaughlin, had given up 
drugs, switched to a wholefood 
diet and undergone a spiritual 
awakening, following the guru 
Sri Chinmoy, and it was this 
that had sparked a huge surge 
of energy and creativity in him. 
Reading up about the musicians 
and who they had played with 
and been inspired by led me on 
to the music of John Coltrane, 
and from there out into jazz and 
improvisation.

Around this time at school I had 
a very inspirational English Lit-
erature and Religious Education 
teacher called Father Martin, 
who had an amazing aliveness 
and a provocative teaching style 
quite out of kilter with every-
thing else happening at the 
school. He would encourage all 
pupils to challenge their circum-
stances and make something of 
their lives, regardless of their 
difficult family backgrounds and 
living in a small town with very 
high unemployment. He was 
trying to develop our resource-
fulness, uniqueness and joy in 
life, to open our hearts. No one 
was belittled by him, he just 
accepted them as they were 
but challenged them to seri-
ously look at where they wanted 
to go in life and to be aware of 
the costs if they followed their 
current trajectory. I had a pre-
monition of Concord Institute 
when in one lesson he told us 
all with great passion about an 
organization that held group 
workshops in hotels over several 
days, where the curtains were 
permanently closed and people’s 
watches taken away from them 
so they could disassociate from 
the everyday world and focus 
on a dialogue about what really 

mattered to them, how life had 
been for them till then and the 
kind of life that they truly want-
ed to live. Shortly after that he 
renounced his priesthood and 
got married. I have no proof, 
but I suspect that he participat-
ed in such a workshop himself.

And whilst all the above was go-
ing on I did the doing, got the 
O-levels, A-levels, the degrees, 
the jobs, but although these 
were essential to my survival 
and I am very grateful that I 
have been looked after by life, 
they felt quite incidental and 
not very much to do with who I 
was, compared to the sense of 
aliveness and connection with 
life that I experienced through 

people like Father Martin, the 
music of my heroes and the 
mesmerizing mysteries of ro-
mantic love and sexual desire, 
setting me off on a trajectory 
that will be of mind-numbing 
familiarity to those who have 
been in course rooms with me 
over the years. I was busy de-
veloping an impenetrable mask 
to live behind.

Who introduced you to Con-
cord Institute and what led 
you to take the leap and par-
ticipate in Being-in-Action?

I first became involved with The 
Community Health Foundation, 
the charity for which Concord 
Institute is the trading name, 

in the mid 80s when I attended 
a couple of series of seasonal 
macrobiotic cooking evening 
classes at the East West Centre 
in Old Street, dragged along by 
my girlfriend at the time. De-
spite knowing nothing about 
macrobiotics I fell in love with 
the food instantly, changed my 
diet and began cooking seri-
ously. We also used to visit the 
busy macrobiotic restaurant 
there regularly. When I was 
30 my girlfriend decided it was 
time to call a halt to our 8 year 
relationship and from that day I 
had no contact with her till her 
bodhisattva reappearance in 
my life in 1996 when I was 40, 
inviting me to a guest evening 
about an interesting programme 
called Being-in-Action that she 
had just done about human re-
lationships and the mind. 

When I attended the guest 
evening two things really struck 
me. Firstly, Donal Cox read 
some poetry that cut right 
through my mask and left me 
in tears. Secondly, I found out 
that one of the students, Gregor 
Singleton, had come all the way 
down from Edinburgh just to 
be at the guest event and was 
to be returning to Edinburgh 
straight afterwards. That some-
one would go to all that trouble 
just to tell me about something 
that could be to my advantage, 
not his, really impressed me 
and I registered to do the pro-
gramme without my girlfriend 
ever having an enrolment con-
versation with me. Of course, 
I later tried to get out of doing 
the programme – a perfectly 
natural and protective reaction 
– but all she could say was that 
if I did it then my life and my 
problems would look very dif-
ferently to me, so I stuck with 
my initial hunch to walk towards 
whatever this was, rather than 
run away from it.

What effect did Being-in-
Action have on you and what 
opened up next?

The programme was a water-
shed event in my life. I distin-
guished for the first time that I 
had constructed a mask to live 
behind and saw the price of do-
ing that. I really got that the 
link between phenomena that 
occur and the meaning we give 
to them can be quite arbitrary, 
which is incredibly liberating. I 
unearthed and released some 
deep sadnesses that I had long 
forgotten. I got the mechanical 
nature of the story we tell about 
ourselves. And I got that I do 
not think, but rather something 
thinks me – that was a jaw 
dropping moment and some-
thing that cannot be undone! 
The effect of the programme 
was one of complete exhaustion 
fused with total exhilaration.

Paradoxically, having seen 
the arbitrary nature of mean-
ing, my meaning machine was 
now completely fired up and I 
was hearing meanings in mu-
sic lyrics and poetry that were 
obscured from me before. Eve-
rything was hyper-real for sev-
eral days. I now had the tools 
to understand and discuss the 
break up of the relationship 
with my girlfriend, transforming 
it into a deep ongoing friend-
ship. I was able to get off my 
anti-Catholic views and tell my 
parents that I loved them, lead-
ing to me being able to be there 
for them before they died. I 
was able to get over relation-
ship difficulties that I had been 
experiencing at work and over 
time develop an at-homeness 
at work that is just a strong 
as my at-homeness in my flat 
playing guitar or listening to 
my favourite music. The pro-
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gramme was a major catalyst 
that sent me on a 6 month high 
from which I slowly descended 
to a more balanced emotional 
state. In fact my reaction was 
so strong that I really thought 
that they had put something in 
the food during the programme. 
I was high, but also suspicious, 
so I began reading about group 
workshops, starting with a work 
colleague’s student textbook on 
transpersonal psychology, the 
title of which I have long forgot-
ten. That contained a chapter 
that explained group aware-
ness training and mentioned 
several organizations that were 
conducting it. Reading the book 
allayed my fears that “some-
thing had been done to me” and 
I started to read more, includ-
ing the William Warren Bartley 
biography of Werner Erhard. 
Gradually I started to find more 
about the history and evolution 
of what Concord Institute was 
doing in programmes such as 
Being-in-Action.

Naturally I wanted more, so 
I signed up for The Founda-
tion Course, led at the time by 
Andy Jukes and the phenomenal 
Donal Cox, who can create lin-
guistic magic out of thin air. I 
followed that with Listening to 
Life, a weekend programme led 
by master mind-surgeon David 
Norris which eventually became 
incorporated into the Jump-
Start residential programme 
and which was hugely influen-
tial on me. Basically I signed 
up for whatever programme 
came next: bodywork, cooking, 
core curriculum and guest pro-
grammes.

After Being-in-Action did you 
take on any assisting at Con-
cord and what did you learn 
from it?

I did Being-in-Action together 

with Damien Gallagher (who 
went on to become a facilita-
tor of the programme and a 
fellow trustee) and we were so 
blown away by it that the first 
thing we did in the weeks af-
ter completing Being-in-Action 
was produce and enrol a guest 
event to introduce our friends 
to it. I assisted all weekend at 
the subsequent Being-in-Action 
(with a secret agenda to try and 
find out how it worked) and was 
bemused to find myself sitting 
in a chair by the front door to 
the building for a lot of the time, 
until my own insignificance and 
the importance of that role final-
ly dawned on me. Damien and 
I were Production Manager and 
Production Supervisor for the 
next Being-in-Action. I remem-
ber him testing me for reactivity 
by asking me to take all the lids 
off some packing cases, then 
ten minutes later asking me to 
put them all back on, then a few 
minutes later calmly asking me 
to take them all off again, then 
when I had done that he came 
back and asked me to put them 
all back on again. I didn’t crack 
– well, I nearly did.

Over the years I have taken on 
many of the assisting roles on 
programmes and have learned 
a great deal from it, which has 
helped me in my work life. A 
few years after I did Being-in-
Action the firm of architects I 
work for sent some of us away 
for a couple of days of project 
management training by an 
external facilitator. One of the 
exercises we had to do was to 
plan an imaginary conference in 
Athens and produce a timeline 
of all the actions required up to 
the start of the event. My firm 
paid me and the facilitator and 
for the venue to enable me to 
have this training experience, 
but I had already learned how 
to plan and actually produce a 

real conference with high stakes 
for free at Concord Institute.

Assisting allows people to take 
on roles that they might not 
get to experience much in their 
everyday lives and be coached 
on who they are being in that 
role. It works only by invita-
tion, chosen accountability, clear 
communication and everyone 
constantly looking out for and 
avoiding assumptions. Someone 
in a very junior position at work 
may assist at high level on a 
programme. Conversely, some-
one who has a senior manage-
ment role at work and is usually 
in the position of giving orders 
may find themselves in the posi-
tion of receiving orders for quite 
menial tasks when assisting on 
a programme. Seeing and ex-
periencing the importance of all 
roles in the team, seeing them 
as a holarchy rather than a hi-
erarchy, has definitely enhanced 
my ability to work empatheti-
cally with others and to take on 
more responsibility at work.

And of course assisting can look 
like incredibly hard work and 
you can have a whole range of 
subjective experiences about it, 
from thinking you are in heaven 
to thinking that you are actu-
ally trapped inside an episode 
of “The Prisoner” – but that is 
precisely the training, to be with 
what is and to develop access to 
ways of perceiving people and 
events other than the automatic 
one that presents itself at any 
given moment. You can develop 
a flexibility of interpretation and 
an acceptance of what is such 
that situations that put you into 
fear, panic, anger, stuckness or 
depression cease to do so.

What has been your journey 
with Concord over the years?

As well as working through the 

(Tim Crowther interview continued)

core curriculum I participated in 
several guest programmes in-
cluding those led by Evan Root 
and Tom Monte which were 
amazing learning experiences 
with fantastic facilitators. I par-
ticipated in the first Leadership 
Training Programme and shortly 
after that we lost the use of the 
Old Street premises and the or-
ganization began a nomadic life, 
the community mainly held to-
gether by use of mobile phones, 
holding management meetings 
and guest events in commu-
nity members’ homes and hir-
ing hotel conference rooms or 
university lecture halls to host 
the programmes, storing all the 
equipment in someone’s garage. 
It was a transformational travel-
ling circus for a year or so.

After a few intense years of par-
ticipating I needed some time 
out to record and release a CD 
of improvised music, however 
after a couple of years of no 
contact with anyone at Concord 
I felt something was missing 
and when Jean Torné phoned 
me to ask for some architectural 
advice about the new Concord 
premises in Blackstock Mews I 
came along and subsequently 
started assisting in the kitchen. 
My health had weakened some-
what, so Jean Torné invited me 
to sign up for the 6 month culi-
nary school programme, which 
involved four evening sessions 
a week and not only learning 
wholefood cooking but serv-
ing it to members and guests of 
the Concord Dining Club. It was 
physical hard work as well as 
a big commitment of time but, 
yes, my health did improve - I 
lost weight and felt fitter. The 
following year I signed up for a 
second 6 month programme.

After a few more years of par-
ticipation I felt it was time for 
another break for more music 

and I recorded and mixed two 
more CDs, really getting into 
recording technology, which I 
love. And then, after a while, 
another call from Jean Torné; 
Concord had just moved into 
the Thane Works premises and 
could I advise again? I began to 
participate once more, taking on 
bodywork programmes with Por-
tia Castor and Amanda James 
and enjoying many week-long 
cooking intensives led by Jean 
Torné, Mutsuko Johnson, Mela-
nie Waxman and others. I once 
spent a weekend at Concord 
learning to make croissants; an 
act of complete madness and 
futility if viewed from my old 
obsessive locked-alone-in-a-
room-guitar-practising self – but 
then, I hear that John McLaugh-
lin’s croissants are crap!

What else has opened up for 
you from your participation 
at Concord Institute?

An ongoing increasing inter-
est in life and learning about 
the human condition. Through 
Concord facilitators and fellow 
participants I have been intro-
duced to the work of writers 
and teachers that I would never 
have considered investigating 
had I not participated in Con-
cord programmes: Ken Wilber, 
Rumi, Rilke, Sri Nisargadatta 
Maharaj, Eckhart Tolle, Peter 
Block, Marshall Rosenberg, Tony 
Parsons, Joan Tollifson, Sailor 
Bob Adamson, Jeff Foster, Jac 
O’Keeffe, David Bohm, Alan 
Watts, Robert Anton Wilson. 
Who knows, maybe one day I’ll 
even finish reading some of this 
stuff!

I think Concord training has 
given me an internal switch that 
I have access to when ordinar-
ily I’d be stuck or fearful, an 
ability to go beyond where I’m 
stopped. And, of course, some-

times I’m groping around in the 
dark trying to find the switch.

A new phase that has opened 
up over the last few years is the 
privilege of having work col-
leagues participate in Concord 
programmes and that has re-
ally shifted my experience of 
at-homeness at work and the 
level of relatedness and trust in 
my team and other teams, giv-
ing us common tools to get over 
problems. Efe Nakpodia, Scott 
Cracknell, Martin Jennings, 
Paritosh Job, Mandeep Singh 
Sagoo and Claudia Scholz have 
all participated in Concord pro-
grammes and there have been 
many others whom I have invit-
ed and had great conversations 
with about life that would not 
have happened otherwise.

Most important of all, I have 
met so many amazing people at 
Concord, from walks of life very 
different from my own who have 
shown incredible bravery in 
dealing with their circumstances 
and demons and actively taking 
on their own evolution, people 
who have assisted me in taking 
on mine, without whom I could 
not have learned what I have 
- people who have made the 
process fun, people I could trust 
my life to.

Click on the titles below to listen to:
Awakening
    by The Mahavishnu Orchestra
Lemon Squealer
    by Crowther Franklin Marsh
Yearn
    by Crowther Franklin Marsh
www.visionlogic.demon.co.uk

No more my heart shall sob or grieve.

My days and nights dissolve in God’s own light.

Above the toil of my life my soul

Is a Bird of Fire winging the Infinite.

Sri Chinmoy

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Inner-Mounting-Flame-Mahavishnu-Orchestra/dp/B0000247OZ/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1313499663&sr=8-1
http://www.concordinstitute.com/Newsletters/Lemon-Squealer.mp3
http://www.concordinstitute.com/Newsletters/Yearn.mp3
http://www.visionlogic.demon.co.uk
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How to write a piece on Heart-
Space? Where to begin? Well 
I’m not much of a writer, but 
HeartSpace for me was such a 
powerful experience that when 
asked to write something about 
it I felt moved to accept. How-
ever, given that I don’t just 
want to regurgitate the course 
(go do it yourself!) or bore the 
pants off you with a detailed 
analysis of my experiences, I 
have tried to do a bit of both 
and give a flavour of the week-
end by sketching down some 
memories and hopefully adding 
some background on what the 
programme involved. 

The first thing that I will say is 
that, like all of the work that 
I have done at Concord, what 
I expected to ‘get’ from the 
course was very different to 
what I actually ‘got’ from it. 
With a name like ‘HeartSpace’ 
I had some vague idea of leav-
ing Thane Villas on the Sunday 
night feeling all loved up and 
cuddly - a walking hugspace 
high on life! And, yes, although 
it did leave me feeling extreme-
ly connected and wanting to 
give hugs to random strangers 
on the street (if they were look-
ing like they needed a hug, that 
is), the predominant feeling it 
left me with was mysterious, 
incredibly clear and unknown. 

The format of the programme, 
like i Evolve, follows the struc-
ture of three full days over 
a weekend and a comple-
tion evening on the following 
Wednesday, and I found it to be 
just as powerful and profound 
as i Evolve. One of the inten-
tions of HeartSpace is to bring 
transformation into the body, 

into the domain of relationships 
and, in particular, our rela-
tionship with our parents. The 
premise of the programme is 
that once we can get clear with 
the primary care givers in our 
life, our mum, dad, step parents 
etc, and truly let them off the 
hook (i.e. stop holding them as 
these totally dysfunctional fig-
ures who destroyed our life Phil-
lip Larkin style or, conversely, as 
pedestal dwelling superheroes 
who can do no wrong) then that 
will, in turn, allow us to stop liv-
ing from this static and personal 
space and allow transformation 
to fully manifest in our life.

The programme uses dialogue, 
Tensegrity, art, music and po-
etry to examine (and shift) the 
clearing that we are for rela-
tionships. Along with the very 
honest and generous sharing 
from my fellow travelers on the 
course, it seemed to be the mu-
sical aspect that had the most 
profound effect on me. What I 
noticed was that the space al-
lowed for an incredibly deep 
listening, and a deep apprecia-
tion for the emotional and sonic 
landscape of the music. As a 
musician, the experience of lis-
tening from that space was well 
worth the cost of entry alone! 

Two pieces in particular stood 
out over the weekend. The first 
was “Neptune”, from the Planets 
Suite by Holst, which, follow-
ing a particularly esoteric set of 

Tensegrity moves and combined 
with images from the Hubble 
Telescope, basically blew my 
head off and left me feeling like 
a tube, channeling strange dark 
star energy. Given that one of 
my main ‘at-stakenesses’ was 
my relationship with father fig-
ures and patriarchy in general, 
this felt like a very direct and 
unadulterated experience of the 
‘divine masculine’, of heaven en-
ergy, which was extremely pow-
erful and has totally shifted my 
sense of what it is to be a man. 

The second piece was “The Lark 
Ascending” by Ralph Vaughan 
Williams. My great grandfather, 
who was also a composer, was 
a good friend of Vaughan Wil-
liams, and my grandma remem-
bered him coming round for tea. 
So, if there was ever a piece of 
music that represents my fa-
ther’s lineage, it is this piece: It 
felt like a direct message from 
my ancestors and a timely re-
minder of all that my father 
has contributed to me (aside 
from his DNA!). Given that we 
spent the previous day looking 
at what we perceived to be the 
good (hmm, let me see now...) 
and bad (can I have some more 
paper please?) aspects of our 
fathers, I found it overwhelm-
ingly moving and it spoke to me 
in a most profound way about 
how we ungenerously shrink our 
parents into these caricatures in 
order to bolster our own sepa-
rate sense of self, leaving us 

reviewed by Chris Bangs

unable to honour their unique 
contribution to us (in the case of 
my father, magic, passion and a 
relationship with the earth and 
in the case of my mother, an 
ability to love, pragmatism and 
cooking).

During the course there was a 
lot of laughter, alongside the 
darker emotions and memo-
ries shared in the course room, 
and a lovely sense of lightness 
and connection which naturally 
deepened over the weekend. 
The weather also seemed to 
respond to our state of being, 
with some gorgeous moments 
of hanging out in the sunshine 
during the breaks on the Sun-
day. We were very lucky to have 
master chef Jean Torné cook-
ing up a storm in the kitchen, 
and it goes without saying that 
the food was incredible. We felt 
very “held” by production and 
we were all very aware of all 
the work and detail that went 
into putting the programme 
together. I am always struck by 
how privileged I am/we all are 
to participate in such magical 
events, and to be surrounded by 
such dedication, listening and 
love! 

I left on Sunday night very 
empty, very clear, and with 
a feeling of being completely 
unknown to myself. A feeling 
which, incidentally, I have felt 
once before after taking way 
too much acid in a wood near 

Stoke, which I found absolutely 
terrifying (and indirectly led me 
to doing the Being-in-Action 
programme several years later). 
This was different, though, and 
the feeling of emptiness was, 
and is, both creative and calm-
ing, leaving me with this sense 
of having come full circle, that 
I am back where I started, the 
same but different. 

A few weeks on now, and I am 
very much back in knowing 
myself mode, however some-
thing has profoundly shifted, 
the impact of which is only just 
becoming clear. Without wish-
ing to descend into hyperbole, 
given all of these experiences, it 
feels like it would be very hard 
to go back to seeing myself as 
this fixed person, with a par-
ticular set of hopes, schemes, 
problems and grievances. It’s 
now more like I am this myste-
rious clearing, in which a person 
called Chris lives out his life. 
Interestingly, several of my fel-
low participants reported on the 
completion evening, that they 
felt (and I can attest to this) 
that nothing about themselves 
had changed, that they them-
selves weren’t doing anything 
different but that, paradoxically, 
their partners were experiencing 
a profound shift in their being. 
And I guess that’s the point; it’s 
not what you ‘do’, (‘doing’ as 
distinct from ‘action’) but what 
you don’t ‘do’ that counts. It 
seems to me that the way we 
have been to taught to have 
relationships is by ‘getting to 
know’ someone, but the basic 
tenet of HeartSpace is that you 
can only truly come into rela-
tionship with someone if you 
unknow them!
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On Leadership

After doing a number of courses 
at Concord, and then a few more 
just to really rule out all hope of 
improvement, I am slowly see-
ing a central theme emerging 
as the mists of unconsciousness 
rising from the waters of Lethe 
momentarily drift in the other 
direction: Namely, that it’s not 
about me! This “feverish selfish 
little clod of ailments and griev-
ances” is not going to go away 
any time soon, but every now 
and then I have moments when 
I call a truce and ask the ques-
tion I have been too busy fight-
ing to ask: Who are you? Or, 
more correctly, who are you all? 
And in these moments when I 
take time out to watch the antics 
that are performed on the stage 
of my consciousness, there aris-
es the second question: If I am 
not going to spend my entire life 
being completely absorbed with 
these theatrics, as both comic 
and tragic as they are, what else 
will I do?

Whilst I am busy engaged with 
the drama, my energy is taken 
up assessing, judging, reacting 
and the like, but the moments 
taken out just to watch, as one 
watches the to-ings and fro-
ings of birds in spring, are exo-
thermic processes: The energy 
that was tied up in maintaining 
the tight bonds of identity and 
meaning becomes liberated for 
something new. Carrying the 
analogy further, it is energy that 
can take on any form. It comes 
with no labels attached, it is not 
associated with any “should” or 
“must” and it can be realized in 
any form. It is for whatever I 
direct it towards. And here we 
come to the heart of the matter 
explored during On Leadership. 
What will I use it for?

David Norris leads us gently 

reviewed by Troy Vine

and expertly to a place where 
we can stand with a listening to 
what we are moved to do, hav-
ing once laid aside our hopes 
and fears, our dreams and our 
nightmares. When we step out-
side of who we think we are, 
who we think we should be, and 
who we are afraid we might be, 
when we step outside all of this, 
what moves us to action towards 
something worth dedicating this 
new existence too? In short, 
what is our vision?

To get to this point is natu-
rally no afternoon stroll in the 
park. The terrain involves pass-
ing through the labyrinth of the 
brain, where we are afforded an 
insight into transformation from 
the perspective of the body. 
Neuroscience shows that men-
tal states have a corresponding 
brain state, and recent results 
allow the language of transfor-
mation to also be expressed in 
the language of neuroscience. 
This is a conversation about 
what transformation means for 
the body. And here we see the 
enormity of what we are up 
against: It is not “simply” a case 
of adopting a few new ideas and 
distinctions; we need to rewire 
the neurological structure of 
the brain. Transformation must 
reach right down into the very 
fibre (ie neurons ) of our physi-
cal existence. If this sounds like 
a big task then the enormity of 
it has not been fully grasped. It 
is ineffably huge! But ultimately, 
what else is there to do? Really? 
As the French proverb goes: 
Rome ne s’est pas faite en un 
jour. And neither was it build in 
a week, nor a month, nor a year, 
nor a decade.

On the journey we also take a 
look at the distinction between 
subjective and objective, or 

more precisely non-shared and 
shared representations. One of 
the prejudices of our time is that 
only the shared is regarded as 
real (by virtue of an underly-
ing physical substrate – its sub-
stance), and that which is not 
shared is deemed an hallucina-
tion or “merely” fantasy, with 
all the associated assumptions 
about its ontological status (or, 
more precisely, lack thereof). 
Thus we generally think of our 
visions as a kind of wish list, 
relegated to the “wouldn’t-it-be-
nice-if” kind of objects. And our 
relation to our vision as such is 
also tangled up with our story, 
that is to say with our hopes and 
desires, and also with our deep-
er fears and nightmares. It is 
the ping-pong ball in the match-
to-the-death between who we 
want the world to see us as, and 
who we are scared we might re-
ally be. Thus for me, as an as-
piring philosopher, it is not just 
the philos or loving of knowledge 
that is the motivation, but also 
the wanting to show the world 
that “the boy done good”, and 
other variants thereof. And as 
this is necessarily coupled with a 
fear that maybe it actually didn’t 
turn out quite so good, contrary 
to current appearances, there 
is a whole entangled mass of 
desires and self judgments that 
get in the way of what I really 
want to bring the world as a gift 
from a place of freedom. In dia-
logue with David these different 
aspects are painstakingly untan-
gled. We literally undergo the 
most delicate of brain surgery 
under the knife of dialog. Those 
who have worked with David 
know this (metaphorical) knife is 
just as effective as its material 
counterpart. I have put meta-
phorical in brackets because 
really it is equally as real! But 
that is not to imply anything is 

“done” to us. We take a look at 
our lives, and David brings the 
blade of clarity to bear. It is our 
willingness to summon images, 
or idols even, from the depth of 
our being and inspect them in 
the cold light of day that gets 
the work done.

In other words, this workshop 
is an invitation to take our vi-
sions seriously, really seriously, 
to treat them as just a real as 
blackboards and facilitators’ 
chairs and, most importantly, to 
arrive at a place where we can 
do actually do this. For me, my 
vision before I started and af-
ter remained more or less un-
changed, although no doubt the 
formulation was tightened up. It 
runs something like: A science 
that supports the evolution of 
human being. But what changed 
over the weekend is my rela-
tion to that vision. It changed 
from being more a nebulous 
wish – albeit a really good one! 
– to something very real. Scarily 
real: Something with its own life 
and being. Only it has not yet 
become manifest. Thus to mani-
fest a vision is really to guide it 
across the threshold from the 
non-shared to the shared. It is a 
truly social act. After doing this 
workshop, the essence of leader-
ship is encapsulated in the pic-
ture of human being as a ferry-
man between the worlds of the 
not-yet-shared and the shared.

Events Reviews
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EARTH

That day, in my home in Tokyo, I experienced an earthquake for 
the first time. It was the largest earthquake to hit Japan in over 
90 years. Since then, there have been over 1000 aftershocks, as 
the tectonic plates realign. And I’ve been asking myself: what is 
it to feel the earth shake beneath my feet? On one level, there is 
a rolling feeling, like being on a boat in a storm. I remember in 
those early days, faced with countless quakes a day, being un-
able to tell if the earth was shaking or me. But the lasting sensa-
tion is less tangible. For me, it is a physical awareness of my own 
frailty, in the face of a truly awe-ful other. It is fear; and perhaps 
like all fears it brings with it a fascination, an addiction almost, to 
the source of that fear. When the aftershocks began to subside, 
a few weeks on, I discovered a strange thing: I found I missed 
them. When one finally did come along, it was almost reassuring, 
like hearing your mother’s voice. I began to “listen” to the shudder 
and lurch as if it were a voice, a voice with an urgent message, if 
only I could discern it. Of course I didn’t expect the earth to speak 
to me in words. I tried to think of myself as a resonating cham-
ber (Evelyn Glennie taught me that, on TED.com). What mean-
ing could be gleaned from those terrible heaves and throes? What 
resonance might there be within the cells of my own body? Then I 
started to wonder: how does the earth speak through me, not only 
in times of seismic shift, but every moment that I breathe? It felt 
like a new and surprising relationship with the earth beneath my 
feet.

RIVER

For me, in the relative comfort of Tokyo (over 200km from the 
epicenter of the quake, cushioned from possible tsunami by the 
waters of Tokyo Bay), the greatest challenge post-quake was deal-
ing with the torrents of information coming at me, mainly through 
my computer screen. Which sources should I follow? What should 
I believe? What was the “right” thing to do, given the double risk 
of earthquake and radiation? One moment, I read an article prov-
ing definitively that what had happened at Chernobyl could never 
happen at Fukushima; the next, I received a phone call from a 
friend: “It is coming. Now. We have to get out.” The French em-
bassy ordered its citizens to evacuate immediately; the British 
just asked us to “consider” leaving Tokyo. The flood of contradic-
tory information was overwhelming. Until I remembered I could, 
if I wished, turn off my computer and phone. I went out onto the 
streets. Strangely, there were no signs of apocalypse. I went into 
a café. People were quietly reading, playing with their phones, or 
fast asleep. Should these scenes of everyday routine and lack of 
concern override the visions of meltdown conveyed through phone 
and internet? Which was reality? On my way home I crossed Meg-
uro River, as usual. It is a large river flowing straight to Tokyo Bay. 
I stopped to inspect its waters. I half-remembered a passage from 
Herman Hesse’s Siddhartha:

 “Tenderly, he looked into the rushing water, into the transparent green,
into the crystal lines of its drawing, so rich in secrets….

In his heart he heard the voice talking, which was newly awaking,
and it told him: 

Love this water! Stay near it! Learn from it!”

By the time I moved on, I felt clearer. I still didn’t know what prac-
tical decisions to take, but I had a funny feeling that if there were 
actions to be taken, I would know, when the time came. I also 
gained a new habit. Every time I cross that river, I stop and look 
down at the waters for even a moment, until a word comes to me. 
I suppose I can’t say it is the voice of the river. But it is a lovely 
thing to do.

BLOSSOM

Then one day, an extraordinary thing happened. Meguro River is 
lined, on both sides, with cherry trees. When I moved here at the 
end of last year, these trees still bore their autumn leaves. One by 
one they fell, leaving the smooth brown branches bare, until buds 
began to appear and unfurl into leaf in the spring. By the time 
of the earthquake, the riverside parade was in full green and we 
knew the next act was due. I had heard of course about the spec-
tacle of Japanese cherry blossom. But nothing could have pre-
pared me for the explosion, the revelation of infinite white, that I 
first saw about three weeks after the earthquake. One day, at the 
height of the bloom, as I walked along the river path, I felt I had 
entered a new atmosphere. It was no longer air, but blossom, that 
surrounded me. Above, a canopy of petal, flecked with leaf and 
branch. Below: a carpet of white. The green waters of the river 
were also invaded. In parts, the surface was solid with fallen petal 
(there is a name for this: hanaikada, or flower raft). Even the sky 
was thick with dancing, confetti-like forms. I sat down on a bench; 
within minutes I had gathered a layer of petals, like snow. It had 
the same white-wash quality as snow, the sense of silent forgetful-
ness, of burying the past, of wiping the slate and starting anew. 
Was this nature’s wish? Her promise? Her rainbow after the flood? 
That’s how it seemed to me, as I sat there, being silently buried in 
bloom

Tania Coke tells us that since March 11th she has 
heard the voice of nature in a new way.

Relearning Nature’s 
Voice
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Voice Message: “an invitation” 
                       images: champagne corks; a celebration. 
                                                        something to dress up for? a party? maybe.  Intriguing.  

Curiosity is strong returns call.  “invitation to the ievolve team.”  
            Team? iEvolve? How long?  “m ay need to toughen up.”   “there’s no back door.” 
                                                                                                                                             the words rattle. 

Head shakes resolute no,  mouth whispers yes. Hang up phone. Strange feeling. 
panic? No, even stranger  “no back door,” resounds.  Strange, unfamiliar feeling of iEvolve 
same as that first time, many moons ago. 
                                                Fear, anxiety, excitement, anticipation. some thing      Beyond your control. 

Hang up phone. “Why did you say yes?”  repeat. repeat. repeat. 
Dull ache of responsibility and occasional spells of sacred, sunny interludes, worth more than gold.  

What’s Team? Who knows? NoNE oF uS kNoW 
    “Make footprints.” We’re on new territory. 
         Stay, not knowing. Let go. Do nothing. Take action.  
                Who can you be; what can you bring? Stay connected. Begins to happen. 
                                                                              Because, it wants to happen. 
Intention, momentum. Non-attached, not detached. Allow it. Trust. Be there.  

make a time make time
     overwhelmed. unpredictable, bolt before gate closes. Hate, despair, destroy. 
can’t check out want to break through, give back.  
get out of the way, but be kind. “no back door”
ruthless compassion vs. “idiot compassion”.   

Get off it, Get off it, Get off it.  
Go with the rhythm.   

So soon! 8.30am. They’re here, we care. 
           All change, no certainty. Expect the unexpected 
                       Production: patchy. How on earth? intend, intend, intend  
Exquisite landing. Serendipitous birth. 
new life tastes sweet.  

breathe.  
An end, a loss. Complete, hand over, goodbye.  
Begin again, 
Strange, beautiful iEvolve.       

i Evolve Team - A Snapshot in Hindsight. 
by Claire Todd

When it comes to taking on assisting roles at Concord, sensing the
intrepidation, I usually come over all chicken. What better reason,
then, to stand in the bull ring and accept to being part of the i Evolve 
team; an experiment to bring new energy to the enrolment of i Evolve.
I quickly discovered that the rumours were true: assisting is just as
powerful if not more so than doing a programme. 

idiot compassion
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The Letter Knife
by Stephen Hopper

My buried pain is a self-torturing freak,
Locked away in a basement room.
My vulnerability, a liability,
Hidden from the sight of valued guests,
It is an embarrassing child
Who vomits without conscience,
A tangled, tortured volcanic rush that defies reason,
Determined to make a mockery of all my good;
An ever present grief, not of my own or of my own making;
All over me, all under me, all pervading,
At war with my determined love of life,
My love of breath.
My wonder at being.

I screw my courage into a tight packed ball
And finally turn to face and acknowledge you;
To break down a wall
Built without knowing.
But as intent and paper meet
The infant explodes and roars from within,
A curled, knifing terror
Tumbling in a wordless space
Screaming, writhing, cut adrift;
A howling, wailing torrent,
An unutterable erupting hell
That defies all reason, predates all thought.
I am strangled by a suffocating, mocking stupidity
That finally yields
To a battered, lost silence
Of shattered trust.

You who were at first all I knew
Of life, of love, of everything,
Are gone.
You, my warmth, my lifeblood, my home,
My safety and meaning -
And no comfort will fill that desolate, desperate void.
Adrift, alone on life;
Lost, and stupid for it.

When you do return
You are a stranger;
You are not a safe place,
And a silent, wordless vow is made:
Never again will I trust you
With me.
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The People are a series of paintings and drawings that I’ve been working on for some time now and they are manly outcomes of
visions and dreams. Most of them are vivid in matters of theme and colours but during the preparation for, duration of and month 

after the Power, Intent and Evolution programme some of they became very dark and in the beginning I was scared to look at them. 
And yet they are very dear to me; in some way they are the most personal works I have ever done… I can’t think of abetter place to 

show them for the first time (I have tears in myeyes right now). Thank you for reading this.

Daniel Eisenhut

The Arts Pages
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Oxon Hoath, venue for the JumpStart 7 day residential programme: photographs by Martina Von Holn and Kim Parker
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